Quantification of low-polar small molecules using room temperature ionic liquids matrix-assisted desorption corona beam ionization.
A room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) matrix-assisted desorption corona beam ionization (DCBI) technique was proposed. The quantification of the DCBI method for low-polar small molecules was improved greatly in terms of accuracy and precision. The thermal desorption processes of analytes in different liquid matrices under DCBI interrogation was investigated with thermal imaging and mass spectrometry simultaneously. When in a volatile liquid matrix, the analyte was not only desorbed thermally from the solid residue phase, but also desorbed along with evaporation of the matrix. The varying matrix evaporation speed and unstable sample introduction path clearly influence the quantitative result. With non-volatile RTILs utilized as the matrix in the sample introduction, a micro slow release system (MSRS) is formed to relieve the fluctuation of analyte evaporation. With the RTILs matrix-assisted DCBI-MS technique, dramatic improvement of the quantification precision (RSD from about 20% to less than 3%) for model analytes was achieved. Seventeen small pharmaceutical and four pesticide molecules were detected successfully. With a shared mechanism, other thermal desorption and/or APCI-related ambient ionization techniques may also benefit from the RTILs matrix.